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THE ENGLISH CARRIER.

The Carrier should be a large bird, large in stretch-say 35 inches,
body, large in limb, and large in presence , a bird tail , the leg must look
with style, of the quality noble. Not a bird de- body, the bird standing
formed by an immense beak or distorted wattle, but the tot.s long and w cll
a bird of proportions. Who cares for a long hook, .:n, closely covered by

piercing a wrinkled bunch of excrescence, attached
by a short neck to a runtish body? Wring off
such heads and feed the bodies to the dogs, and
rid the earth at once of two-thirds of the Carriers
now encumbering it. We want the blooded style,
the thoroughbred, not the Runt head, with its
heavy Flanders look. Let the Runt retain that;
it is bred for the pot and deserves all the weight
that can bu attached to it. Who of us would
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heel ? Not one; and we shoald be as well edu- ter if there is a

cated on the symmetry of Carriers. in beak or wat

The body of the Carrier bhould bu large, broad The properti
across the shoulders, the musdcs prominent and tIe, eye, and
firm; the feathering should be as hard as that of bei.n paid to ti
the game fowli the bov of the wing must be pro- who are called
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and should lap above the
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high; the feet must be red,
spread; the neck long and
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very great mistake, and a
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and there arc many persons
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n any other. Their object


